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Plan of the talk

● Anomalous transport phenomena in chiral media (brief review):
Chiral Magnetic Effect (in magnetic field at finite chiral density)

• Chiral Separation Effect (in magnetic field at finite fermion density)
• Chiral Vortical Effects (in rotating medium at finite densities and temperature)
• Transfer of energy (rotating hot system at finite densities and temperature)

● Anomalous chiral waves:
• Chiral Magnetic Wave
• Chiral Vortical Wave
• Chiral Heat Wave

● Chiral kinks: shock waves in chiral media



  

The Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME)

Electric current is induced by applied magnetic field:

Spatial inversion (x → - x) symmetry (P-parity):
● Electric current is a vector (parity-even quantity);
● Magnetic field is a pseudovector (parity-odd quantity).

Thus, the CME-supporting medium should be parity-odd ! 

In other words, the spectrum of the medium which 
supports the CME should not be invariant under 
a spatial inversion transformation.



  

Non-dissipative nature of the current

● Time inversion:

Ohm conductivity (dissipative, loss of current):

● Superconductivity (non-dissipative, no losses): 

● Chiral Magnetic Effect (non-dissipative, no losses): 



  

An example of a parity-odd system?

Consider a massless fermion:

Right handed Left handed

P-parity

The chirality (left/right) is a conserved number.



  

How to make a parity-odd system out of fermions?

Systems with equal number 
of left-  and  right-handed
particles are P-invariant.

Examples of P-invariant systems in 
the daily life: One right-handed particle 
and one left-handed particle with 
opposite momenta at IHEP, Beijing.

However, if we have a different number of left- and right-handed 
particles (for example, in a gas) then this system is
not P-invariant. If these particles are electrically charged,
then we may expect that this system exhibits the CME:  

[A. Vilenkin, '80; K. Fukushima, D. E. Kharzeev, H. J. Warringa, '08; 
D. E. Kharzeev, L. D. McLerran and H. J. Warringa, '08]



  

Chiral Magnetic Effect – experiment (Quark Gluon Plasma)

● Signatures of the Chiral Magnetic Effect in heavy-ion collisions

….

● Signatures of the Chiral Magnetic Effect in heavy-ion collisions



  

Chiral Magnetic Effect – experiment (Solid State)

● Signatures of the Chiral Magnetic Effect in Dirac Semimetals

ArXiv:1412.6543



  

Examples of anomalous transport effects (I)

1) Chiral Magnetic Effect – the electric current is induced in 
    the direction of the magnetic field due to the chiral imbalance:

2) Chiral Separation Effect – the axial current is induced in 
    the direction of the magnetic field:

Notes: 
   A) This effect is realized even if the plasma is chirally-trivial.
   B)     is the quark chemical potential (the plasma is dense)
   C) The axial (chiral) current = the difference “right current”–“left current”.

[all formulae are written 
for one flavor of fermions]



  

Examples of anomalous transport effects (II)

3) Chiral Vortical Effect – the axial current is induced 
    in the rotating quark-gluon plasma along the axis of rotation:

4) Dissipationless energy transfer – the energy flow is 
    generated along the axis of magnetic field:

Note: All these effects will become more complicated (much richer) in a rotating,
chirally-imbalanced dense matter subjected to background magnetic fields.

angular velocity (vorticity)

Energy current:



  

Chiral Waves

● The chiral waves are massless excitations in a fluid 
   or plasma of chiral fermions.

● There are four types of waves

• Chiral Magnetic Wave [D. Kharzeev and H.-Y. Yee, 2011]
• Chiral Vortical Wave [Y. Jiang, X.-G. Huang and J. Liao, 2015]
• Chiral Alfvén Wave [N. Yamamoto, 2015] – not reviewed here
• Chiral Heat Wave [M.Ch. 2015]

These sound-like excitations correspond to coherent 
propagation of charge density, axial (chiral) charge density,
and energy density waves in different combinations.



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave: currents and chemical potentials

● Chiral fluid/plasma (massless fermions of both chiralities)

● Currents:

● Right-handed and left-handed currents:

●  Chemical potentials: 
vector

axial

vector

axial



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave: currents and density fluctuations

● Anomalous transport laws:

●  Consider a neutral chiral system:
       →  on average, all densities are zero
       →  globally, all chemical potentials are zero
       →  no equilibrium CME and CVE

… but local fluctuations of densities may exist:

chiral magnetic effect (CME) chiral separation effect (CVE)



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave: couple currents and densities

● Combine:

   and 

   with the result:

Axial density induces vector current. Vector density induces axial current.

Question: Are they married chained to each other?



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave: two current-density relations

● Anomalous current-density relation: 

● Usual current-density relation (conservation of charge):

vector current                          axial density          axial current                       vector density 

magnetic field B

[We do not consider external
electric field so that we have 
no anomaly for the axial current.]



  

Magnetic Wave: couple densities and chemical potentials

● Anomalous transport laws:

                                      What are these chemical potentials? 
It is better to work with densities rather than with chemical potentials!

For small perturbations:

“susceptibility” (calculable)



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave: relations between all densities

● Anomalous current-density relation

● Let B be along the z-axis, B=(0,0,B): 

● Charge conservation: 

● Exclude currents: 

● Usual current-density relation (conservation of charge):



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave – wave equations

● Relations between densities:

● Two first-order equations for two variables. 
● Diagonalize them and get second order equations:

● Sound-like (“gapless”) wave propagation with velocity

● This is the Chiral Magnetic Wave



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave – physical picture

The Chiral Magnetic Wave is a chain-like process.

(1) fluctuation in axial density       (2) creates fluctuation in vector current  

magnetic field B

(3) which induces vector density 
     fluctuation at the next point

(4) which creates fluctuation 
     of the vector current

(5=1) which generates fluctuation 
          of the axial density at the next point

(6=2) creates fluctuation in vector current
       (7=3) etc etc etc.



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave – velocity

● The wave propagates with velocity:

● At weak magnetic field c is constant.
● At arbitrary field strength:



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave – experiment

….

● Signatures of the Chiral Magnetic Wave in heavy-ion collisions



  

Chiral Magnetic Wave – simplest signatures

● Can we see (“feel”) the existence of the Wave just from 
   anomalous transport without making all those steps?
 
● Yes, we see the wave just from anomalous transport laws: 

● Signature: linear cross-coupling of chemical potentials 
                    and the corresponding currents

● In this particular example: 

   Vector current – Axial chemical potential
   Axial current – Vector chemical potential



  

Other waves?

● We just discussed vector and axial currents for chiral fermions
  in the background of magnetic field:

● There are also anomalous effects due to rotation! Our plan:
➔  Switch off magnetic field, B = 0.
➔  Rotate the fluid or gas of chiral fermions! 

● Anomalous currents in a rotating system:



  

Chiral Vortical Wave – feeling of existence

● Non-zero density, zero temperature, no magnetic field, rotation:

● Here d is used explicitly to stress that we consider fluctuations only.

➔ Coupling between vector/axial currents/densities!

➔ Chiral Vortical Wave!



  

Chiral Vortical Wave – physical picture

The Chiral Vortical Wave is also a chain-like process.

(1) fluctuation in axial density       (2) creates fluctuation in vector current  

angular velocity W

(3) which induces vector density 
     fluctuation at the next point

(4) which creates fluctuation 
     of the vector current

(5=1) which generates fluctuation 
          of the axial density at the next point

(6=2) creates fluctuation in vector current
       (7=3) etc etc etc.



  

Chiral Vortical Wave – results

● Velocity of wave propagation depends on angular velocity W:

ArXiv:1504.03201



  

Chiral Heat Wave – anomalous transport for energy

● Dissipationless energy transfer flow (energy current):

●  Energy flow is defined by the stress-energy tensor:

●  Anomalous conductivities:                     Temperature 
                                                                  fluctuations:

We must consider 
thermal fluctuations! 



  

Chiral Heat Wave – finding its traces

● Finite temperature, zero density, no magnetic field, rotation: 

● Conclusion: axial charge density and energy density are 
   together, the vector charge density does not participate.

● We have a wave of axial charge density and energy density!

fluctuations in vector (electric) current are negligible

fluctuations in axial current depend on temperature
                                                               fluctuations

fluctuations in energy (thermal) current depend 
                     on fluctuations of the axial charge



  

Chiral Heat Wave

● Coupled axial and energy fluctuations:

● Sound waves of axial charge density and energy density:

● Velocity of propagation: 

●  This is the Chiral Heat Wave [M.Ch. JHEP01(2016)100]
    + confirmed in kinetic approach [D. Frenklakh, arXiv:1603.08971]



  

Chiral Heat Wave – physical picture

The Chiral Heat Wave is again a chain-like process.

(1) fluctuation in axial density       (2) creates fluctuation in energy flow (in energy current)

angular velocity W

(3) which induces thermal energy 
     fluctuation (increase in 
     temperature) at the next point

(4) which creates fluctuation 
     of the axial current

(5=1) which generates fluctuation 
          of the axial density at the next point

(6=2) creates fluctuation in energy flow
       (7=3) etc etc etc.



  

Mixing of chiral waves: example

[M.Ch. JHEP01(2016)100]



  

One-chirality media: waves

Simplest example: chiral fluid in a weak magnetic field at finite temperature and density

Currents and chemical potentials: 



  

One-chirality media: waves

Conservation of energy and charges (separately, for R- and L-handed)

Energy and charge densities:



  

One-chirality media: waves

Conservation relations in terms of chemical potentials and temperature:

with right-handed/left-handed magnetic field:

Smooth solution: Mixed 
Chiral Magnetic-Heat Wave



  

One-chirality media: shocks (kinks)

Idealized kink configuration:

We do not take into account finite viscosity, (thermal) conductivity 
and dissipation (relaxation) of the chiral charge:

→ nondissipative sharp shock front

→  otherwise: finite-width (but still narrow) finite-propagation-time shock



  

One-chirality media: shocks (kinks)

Velocity of the shock can be calculated 
using the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions

To simplify illustration we setComing from the conservation equations:

Self-consistency condition:



  

One-chirality media: shocks (kinks)

Shock velocity vs. speed of sound

Properties of shocks/kinks:

1. Propagate along magnetic field

2. May be slower than speed of sound

3. Shock converts low-density hot fluid into 
    high-density cold fluid and vice-versa

4. Weak shock waves propagate with 
    velocity of chiral magnetic heat wave

5. Fast small shocks may coalescence 
    into slower bigger shocks.Normal region: in usual fluids

shocks are faster than sound.

Regions I and III are exotic. Chiral Burgers Kinks!



  

Chiral Burgers Kinks!

Inviscid Burgers' equation



  

Summary: chiral waves and kinks

● Anomalous transport phenomena in chiral media (brief review)

● Anomalous chiral waves:
- coherent propagation of axial/vector/energy densities
- along direction of magnetic field/axis of rotation (for pure waves)
- velocity may be higher/lower than the speed of sound.

● Examples:
• Chiral Magnetic Wave (zero density, finite temperature, magnetic field)
• Chiral Vortical Wave (zero density, zero temperature, rotating fluid)
• Chiral Heat Wave (nonzero density, nonzero temperature, rotating fluid)
• All waves may mix with each other (“Chiral Magnetic-Vortical Wave” etc.). 

● Chiral kinks - shock waves in dense chiral media:
- exist in dense chiral media in magnetic field background 
- propagate along magnetic field
- convert hot dilute fluid into cold dense fluid (and back)
- exotic properties: 
●   velocity may be lower than the speed of sound
●   higher density – lower velocity and vice versa etc
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